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		Established worldwide as the "gold-standard" two-volume reference on fractures, Rockwood and Green's Fractures in Adults is now in its thoroughly revised, updated Sixth Edition. More than 80 of the world's foremost authorities provide comprehensive coverage of all bone and joint injuries, thoroughly discuss alternative methods for treating each injury, and present their own preferred methods.

	
		This edition has a new co-editor—Charles Court-Brown of the Royal Infirmary of Edinburgh—and a more international group of contributors. The improved art program features 4,500 illustrations, most of which are new. Pearls and pitfalls have been added to the authors' preferred method presentations, and coverage of complications has been expanded.

	
		Two CD-ROMs showing surgical exposures accompany the two-volume set.
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Learning OpenCV: Computer Vision with the OpenCV LibraryO'Reilly, 2008
Learning OpenCV puts you right in the middle of the rapidly expanding field of computer vision. Written by the creators of OpenCV, the widely used free open-source library, this book introduces you to computer vision and demonstrates how you can quickly build applications that enable computers to "see" and make decisions based on the...
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Web Application Development with PHP 4.0Sams Publishing, 2000
As Web sites and intranets become larger and more complex,  static HTML files hit their limits. In the first part of Web Application Development with PHP the authors  explain PHP's advanced syntax like classes, recursive functions and variables.  They present software development methodologies and...
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Property and Casualty Insurance License Exam CramQue, 2004
If you are preparing for a career in property and casualty insurance, you need to pick up a copy of Property and Casualty Insurance License Exam Cram. You will quickly learn the concepts, laws, rate calculations and state and federal regulations that will be covered on the exam. You'll also receive a CD that...
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Micro-Nanorobotic Manipulation Systems and Their ApplicationsSpringer, 2013

	Micro/Nano Robotics and Automation technologies have rapidly grown associated with the growth of Micro and Nanotechnologies. This book presents a summary of fundamentals in micro-nano scale engineering and the current state of the art of these technologies.


	“Micro-Nanorobotic Manipulation Systems and their Applications”...
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Digital Photography Bible (Desktop Edition)John Wiley & Sons, 2004
If a digital camera can do it, you can do it, too...
   Good photography is more art than science. You need to know not only the hardware and software, but also how to compose a photo, edit and improve the images you get, and take pictures that achieve your objectives. From choosing a digital camera to taking shots that tell a...
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Greater Kenyir Landscapes: Social Development and Environmental Sustainability: From Ridge to ReefSpringer, 2018

	
		This book contains research findings from three major study areas, natural sciences, social sciences, and public policy and management. The focus area extends over geographical zones ranging from mountainous area of Mount Gagau in the Taman Negara National Park, down to the coastal islands of Bidong, Redang and Perhentian on the...
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